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WINNING CONDITIONS
The first player to get 2 Beet Belly Tokens        by successfully raiding 
the field wins. If you run out of Heart Tokens,        you’re out of the 
game. If all other players run out of         tokens, then the last player 
left wins! 

GAME SETUP
Each player receives 4 Basic Plant Cards         for their hand: 3 Beet 
Cards and 1 Bomb Card. They also receive 2         tokens to place in 
front of them. Put any extra Basic Plant Cards away. Keep the extra 

tokens nearby. Shuffle the Super Plant Cards         and Action 
Cards         together and place the deck face-down in the center of 
the play area.

WELCOME FELLOW BLÜFF!
Don’t you just love beets? Of course you do! 
All us Blüffs are crazy about beets. Eating 
beets, growing beets, stealing beets...wait 
did I say stealing beets? Oops! Don’t worry I 
would never steal your beets. In fact I have 
a secret to help you keep your beets safe...
it’s bombs of course! What better way to 
protect your precious beets than with high 

powered explosives! Just be careful if you go poking around in an-
other Blüffs row...you could explode!



        BASIC PLANT CARDS
               Just your run-of-the-mill beets and bombs. These cards are planted in 
your row and always return to their players hand at the end of each round.
Basic bombs explode when flipped causing the player who flipped them to lose 
a          token. Basic beets are delicious when flipped and help you complete your 
raid!

        SUPER PLANT CARDS 
             Super beets and bombs! These cards are planted in your row to yield 
some super results! Any Super Plants that get flipped during the raid get
discarded when the round ends. Plant them wisely!

        ACTION CARDS 
             Do the thing! These cards are usually one time use and get discarded
immediately after playing. However, Action Cards also include “Equipped 
Cards” which say “Equip” in their card descriptions. Equipped cards are played 
face-up in front of you and remain in 
place until the conditions on the card 
are met or they are removed by another 
card.

CARD TYPES
As a Blüff there are three types of cards at your disposal:
Basic Plant Cards, Super Plant Cards, and Action Cards.



ROUND START
To start a round every player places either a beet card, bomb card 
or any “Plant” card from their hand face-down in the first slot of 
their Row (the slot closest to the center of play). Then turns begin.

TURNS
On your turn you can “Brag”, “Plant”, or “Pass”. You cannot Brag and 
Plant on the same turn. For the first round the player who last ate a 
real beet takes their turn first. In any future rounds the player who 
last received a         token or the player whose bomb was flipped last, 
whichever happened more recently,  goes first!

HOW TO BRAG:
Players brag to see who will Raid the Field. The Field consists of all 
the plant cards players have placed face-down in their rows.

To brag: say aloud the number of beet cards you think you can flip 
in the field without flipping a bomb card. The number you choose 
must be higher than any other players brag during the round.

(Keep in mind that you’ll have to flip one of your own cards first!)

HOW TO PLANT:
Play 1 Basic Plant or Super Plant card face-down 
into your next row slot. You may only plant up to 3 
cards in your row each round. Once a card has been 
planted you may not peek at it.



HOW TO PASS:
If someone at the table has already bragged, then you may choose 
to pass instead of bragging or planting. The turn passes to the next 
player.

THE BRAGGIEST BRAGGER
If at the start of any of your turns you hold the highest brag for the 
round, the turns end and you get to Raid the Field! Alternatively, if 
on your turn you boldly “Bet the Farm” by bragging a number equal 
to all the currently planted cards, then you get to Raid the Field!
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RAID THE FIELD
To successfully Raid the Field you must flip the 
cards players have planted in their rows and 
find the same number of beets you bragged. For 
example, if you brag 6, you’ll need to flip cards 
until together they equal 6 or more beets.  

THE FLIPS:
The first card you flip must be from your own row!

1. If you flip over a beet card, that’s delicious and safe! Keep flip-
ping until you reach the number of beets you bragged. 
(Follow card instructions for Super Cards.)

2. If you flip over a bomb card AND lose a         token as a result, then 
the round ends. The player who’s bomb card you flipped imme-
diately draws 1 card. If you flip your own bomb card, then all the 
players except you draw a card.  Players can only lose 1         token 
per raid. (Follow card instructions for Super Cards.) 

If you flip all of the planted cards without finding all the beets you 
bragged, then the raid ends.

If you flip all the beets you bragged (or more!) without losing
any         tokens, then congratulations you’ve successfully 
completed your raid! Draw 1         token and 1 card! The 
raid ends. (Card instructions always supersede other rules!)



RAID END AND DRAW PHASE
At the end of the raid each player returns their Basic Plant        cards 
to their hand along with any other cards they planted that are still 
face-down. Any Super Plants         that were flipped face-up during 
the raid go to the discard pile. Then every player draws a card from 
the Super Deck and a new round begins!

THE FINAL COUNTDOWN (1V1 RULES)
If there are only two players left, then whoever has more         tokens 
is the victor! If both players have the same number of         tokens, 
then The Final Countdown begins!

The 2 remaining players discard all of their Super Cards and ex-
change the         tokens they’ve acquired for extra        tokens. To start, 
the player whose turn it would’ve been goes first.

On your turn you must choose to plant either a beet card or a bomb 
card into one of your 3 row slots. Then the turn passes to the other 
player. Once all 6 cards are planted, on your turn you must flip 1 
of your opponent’s cards. If you flip a beet, then the turn passes to 
the other player. If you flip a bomb, then you lose a         token and 
the round resets. If only two cards are 
left face-down and no bombs have been 
flipped, then the round resets.

The last player with a         token wins!



RULE VARIATIONS

BABY BLÜFFS
(Great for new players)

Remove all Super Cards from the game. This signifi-
cantly simplifies gameplay and is helpful for learn-
ing the base mechanics.

BRAGGIER BLÜFFS
(Great for bringing out those super high brags!)

At the start of each round players plant cards in 
all 3 of their row slots and then bragging begins. 
Watch the chaos unfold!

ACTION BLÜFFS!
(Great for getting the party started!)

Start the game with 2 Super Cards. 
This gets the super plants and actions 
out there earlier so things get exciting 
very quickly! Combine with “Braggier 
Blüffs” for some explosive results!
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